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of a descent from the sky could account

not," replied Aldrich. "He borrowed a
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O'Grady looked at' Pat, who wasn'him."everr after a long and grave discussion
of the question, finally announced his

. opinion that ''they more probably came
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doubtless the most wonderful family
tree in the world and "unusually well
authenticated. The Pachecos may well
be pardoned for taking pride in it,
though it roots in, rather unsavory soil
at last, for the. great original Pacheco
was evidently a Tyrian freebooter. : : ;
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occupation in the time of - Han-
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Hannibal's own clan, Barca, is perpet-
uated by the Barcias and Garcias, well
known families of Andalusia. There
are also several names of Roman ante-
cedents,, as Ponce and Cane, in Latin
Pontius and Canius. A Spanish gentle-
man bearing the latter name was a per-
sonal friend of the poet Martial, all of
which seems to brim? antiquity very
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